In PNAS, Englander and Mayne (1) review their earlier published evidence that proteins fold and unfold by foldons. The foldon evidence indicates that protein folding follows single folding pathways because the pathways are foldon-directed. The authors point out an important clash between foldon-dependent folding and using energy landscape theory (ELT) to describe folding: ELT indicates that protein folding occurs on many independent pathways even for foldon-directed folding. This basic conflict needs to be resolved to understand the nature of the protein folding process.
Relation to Levinthal Paradox
The present situation reminds me of the one in 1968 when Cyrus (Cy) Levinthal pointed out the Levinthal's paradox (a discussion of terms is provided in Wikipedia, available at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Levinthal%27s_paradox). Cy gave a talk at Stanford (I was there) titled "How to Fold Graciously" in which he discussed using a computer to determine protein folding pathways. In this talk, he pointed out the huge number of possible backbone conformations shown by any unfolded protein. Before Cy gave this talk, a common view of how a protein folds was that each residue in an unfolded protein can explore its possible backbone conformations rapidly. A short unfolded protein segment could, by chance, assume the backbone conformation of the native folded protein (the "native format"). When a small unfolded segment assumes the native format, it can serve as a nucleation center for the folding process, according to this view. When enough unfolded segments simultaneously adopt the native format, then the whole protein should fold.
In his talk at Stanford (which Cy also gave elsewhere) (ref. 13 of ref. 1), Cy made a point that became the famous Levinthal's paradox: An unfolded protein cannot fold by scanning all possible conformations because the number of conformations in an unfolded protein is astronomical. The late Paul Flory was sitting next to me at Cy's seminar, and he knew I was interested in possible methods of studying protein folding intermediates. He nudged me and said "So there must be folding intermediates."
Single Pathway Foldon-Dependent Protein Folding
On the basis of simple considerations, Englander and Mayne (1) now point out that protein folding is able to start at many different protein residues if ELT is used to describe the protein folding process, and so folding should occur on many independent pathways. However, if the protein contains foldons, as Englander, Mayne, and coworkers (2, 3) have argued previously, then each foldon strip should fold on a single pathway: A foldon is defined as a strip of polypeptide that folds cooperatively (1) and contains about 25 residues (1). Even an entire set of foldons may fold on a single foldon-directed pathway (4), as judged by comparing the folding processes in oxidized and reduced cytochrome c. The two folded proteins have different stabilities, and their foldons likewise differ in stability. The foldon stability results indicate that the entire set of foldons in both oxidized and reduced cyt c fold on a single foldon-directed pathway (4).
The first foldon was discovered by Englander, Mayne, and coworkers (5), who were analyzing a different problem: Does partial unfolding of a folded protein ever occur, as tested by hydrogen exchange (HX)? Their study was motivated by the discovery (6) that low concentrations of the denaturant guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) cause partial unfolding of bovine ribonuclease A, as measured by HX. Englander, Mayne, and coworkers (5) found that oxidized cyt c (cyt c) not only shows partial unfolding at low concentrations of GdmCl, as tested by HX, but also contains foldons.
According to the foldon scenario, a protein will fold by foldons if the protein contains foldons because this route is the fastest route for folding. The HX test for a foldon is that a putative foldon must, as it folds, exist during the folding process in only two states: folded or unfolded. hydrogen/deuterium exchange ( 1 H→ 2 H). If the residue is folded, it will not undergo HX. The HX reaction is sometimes called amide proton exchange because only peptide NH protons are studied, and they are amide protons. When using HX to test for cooperative folding of foldons, it is necessary to specify that the pH is such that HX follows the EX2, not the EX1, mechanism of HX (7). In typical HX experiments, HX follows the EX2 mechanism at pH 5 and below (7), and then, as the pH increases above 5, the exchange mechanism gradually changes from EX2 (which is base-catalyzed) to EX1 (which is pHindependent). In 2000, Arrington and Robertson (8) decided to learn what happens when the HX test for cooperative folding is made at pH values where the HX mechanism is EX1 rather than EX2, and they studied HX and folding of ovomucoid third domain. They found that the HX test for cooperative folding must be made at pH values such that HX proceeds by the EX2 mechanism (8), and the foldon results obtained by Englander, Mayne, and coworkers (2, 3, 5) have used the EX2 mechanism of HX.
